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QUESTION 1

For output processing, to which of the following combinations are a program and a layout set assigned? 

A. A partner function and a document type 

B. An output type and a transmission medium 

C. An output type and a communication strategy D. A partner function and an output type 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the characteristic of an access sequence? 

A. It represents the properties of the pricing conditions. 

B. It defines the key fields of the condition records. 

C. It contains the steps showing how the condition types are linked. 

D. It contains the hierarchy of the condition tables search. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What are characteristics of a shipping point? (Choose three.) 

A. Loading group is used for shipping point determination. 

B. Shipping points are required for delivery processing. 

C. Shipping points are assigned to a storage location. 

D. Shipping points are assigned to plants. 

E. Shipping points are used to create transfer orders. 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following is controlled by the configuration of the billing type? 

A. How account determination takes place 

B. Whether order-related billing is supported when using this billing type 
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C. Whether a billing plan is determined when using this billing type 

D. How the item category within the billing document is determined 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement regarding copying control is correct? 

A. The copying requirements for sales documents can be specified at header and item level only. 

B. Copying control allows you to create sales documents with reference to other sales documents, delivery documents,
and billing documents. 

C. The item category of the target document must always be specified in copying control. 

D. Copying control for sales documents controls the transfer of data at header, item, and schedule-line level. 

Correct Answer: D 
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